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Abstract—From the past many years there has been much scope in efficiently replying to the Extended Markup Language (XML) keyword queries. Limitations of the existing system can be listed as the common-ancestor-repetition (CAR) and visiting-useless-nodes (VUN) issues. In order to solve the CAR problem, we hereby introduce a generic top-down strategy to answer a given keyword query. The meaning of this top-down method is that we will be visiting all the common ancestor (CA) nodes in approaches like depth-wise, left-to-right and by introducing generic approach it can be concluded that our implementation is not related to query semantics. So as to solve the issue of VUN, we implement to make use of child nodes, instead of descendant. We would be showing that for the purpose of faster document retrieval, the usage of tree is better than usage of array. Algorithms like LList based, Hash search based are performed for improved performance. We are using disk based index approach to reduce memory load. The advantage of the tree data structure over traditional array data structure is the searching process is more efficient and time saving.

Index Terms—XML, CAR, VUN, keyword query, disk based index, XML keyword.

I. INTRODUCTION

XML queries are used to extract data and manipulate data from XML documents. By specifying the predicate the related attributes or elements are selected using XML queries. An attribute, a value or an element tag can be represented by node in tree based structure. Edges are used to represent hierarchical relationship like parent-child and ancestor-descendant among XML [1]. Conditions are represented by edges and nodes. Conditions must be satisfied in XPath expression as a response of a query. XML query processing is dependant on traditional top-down tree traversals on the XML document which is highly inefficient as a large collection of documents is produced. To solve searching problem and to store XML data various indexing techniques are used. For reduction of memory overload of the processing queries indexing approach is introduced which is use of disk based indexing approach. In this approach a specific data structure is used for storing the index values.

In the XML query processing the common issues which lead to redundancy and inconsistency are CAR and VUN problem. CAR problem: In graph theory the lowest common ancestor of two nodes v and w in a tree T is the lowest i.e. deepest node that has both v and w as descendants, where each node to be descendant to itself. While multiple operations results in all common ancestors on the path from root to visiting nodes to be repeatedly visited, which is called as common ancestor repetition (CAR).

VUN problem: Given a keyword query Q and XML document D, let v be the set of nodes D that contains one keyword query in their sub trees then we can classify them into following categories:

(1) common ancestors (CAs)
(2) useless nodes (UNs)
(3) auxiliary nodes (AUs).

By considering these problems we demonstrated query semantics with the generic processing strategy for solving above problems more effectively and efficiently as:

• In order to solve CAR problem a generic top down approach for XML keyword query processing is demonstrated.
• To address VUN problem, child nodes are used instead of descendants to test lowest common ancestors (LCA), smallest lowest common ancestors (SLCA), exclusive lowest common ancestor (ELCA) nodes as well as labeling scheme independent inverted list (LList) algorithm is demonstrated.
• Performance is improved by means of using hash index.
• We introduced distributed query processing, in which the index structure provides basic means to reconstruct and locate distributed XML fragments.

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The key factors which results in the inefficiency for the XML keyword search algorithms were CAR and VUN problems. Junfeng Zhou et al. proposed genetic top down processing strategy for visiting all common ancestor nodes only once which avoided CAR problem. An independent query semantic approach proved satisfiability to avoid VUN problem. They proposed two algorithms namely LList to improve performance and hash search based method for reducing time complexity. The shortcoming in their system was memory overload of the index size while
performing query processing on the XML data [1]. In XML document management, XML databases use specific encoding mechanism which maps hierarchical structure of the document into a flat representation. To support query workload various encoding techniques had been proposed. In XML documents processing an atomic updates is quite costly. To address this issue Lukas Kircher et al. proposed a technique named as structural bulk updates which worked with XQuery Update Facility (XQUF) to support efficient updates. XQUF did not put node to the list [2]. Mukesh K. Agarwal and K. Ramamritham presented a system known as generic keyword search (GKS) over XML data. With the help of XML data and query most relevant data keywords as well as schema elements are found by using XML node ranking method. GSK did not work on raw XML data [3].

Keyword search diversification model of contexts were measured by exploring relevance to the original query by J. Li et al. The problem in this system is an effectiveness because the comparison of results became difficult when contents of the results was not informative [4]. The problem of keyword query over error tolerant knowledge bases are solved by Yu-Rong Cheng et al. They proposed a r-clique method which returns reasonable answers to the user. They also provided filtering and verification framework for calculating the answers efficiently [5]. For general purpose query Da Yan et al. developed a distributed system known as Quegel used for big graphs. This was a general purpose system that was applied on graph indexing to speed up query processing in distributed environment. With the help of shortest path queries, graph keyword queries and point to point reach-ability queries good performance had been achieved [6]. Jing Wang et al. presented a solution for the graph querying problem. This solution worked in three steps: First, it constructed indexes for queries not to rely on database graph index. Second, it maintained knowledge log of the system produced while executing the queries. Third, it used sub-graph as well as super-graph. They proposed iGQ framework consisting of sub-graph index, super-graph index and developed a method which maintained the index of graph replacement policy [7].

In distributed database designing two major approaches are used such as:
1) Bottom-up approach
2) Top-down approach

Databases are growing rapidly in size. To design system widely used strategy is top-down approach. Ajay B. Gadicha et al. explained multiple design strategies for distributed database such as Single Query Multiple Database (SQMD). This architecture performs parallel operations on more than one database by using single query which gives clear idea about design strategy [8]. Jeremy Barbay et al. introduced an algorithm named as small adaptive interpolation algorithm for faster search of results. The experiments showed that the interpolation algorithm performed better than other intersection algorithms such as sequential algorithm [9]. Yi Chen et al. discussed keyword search techniques, query result definition, result generation by using query processing, optimization of performance and quality search evaluation [10]. To retrieve inverted index which consists of keywords and to identify documents query processing is done. Dimitris Tsirogiannis et al. presented an algorithm to calculate an arbitrary number for both sorted and unsorted list named as intersection algorithm [11]. Vishwakarma Singh et al. studied queries which satisfies given set of keywords of the tightest groups. A novel method known as ProMiSH (Projection and Multiscale Hashing) used for achieving high scalability and speedup the performance using random projection and hash based index structure. An algorithm for finding out top k tightest clusters in subset which retrieves the points from disk using B+ tree for exploration of final set of result. The results on real as well as synthetic data showed that ProMiSH up to 60 times of speed up over tree based techniques [12]. In order to improvise the scalability Evandro G. Barros et al. introduced PMKStream (Parallel MKStream) for evaluation of multiple keyword queries of multiple parsing stacks. The results showed that PMKStream was efficient for supporting keyword based search over XML data [13]. Indexing techniques are used for speed up the data retrieval rate. A. John et al. studied various approaches used for minimization of the history data. Update on change and sampling are two approaches which are based on spatio-temporal indexing method. Data is represented in two types: certain data (constant value) and uncertain data (inexact data). Both this data types had its indexing technique based on which tree structure is used. Main indexing techniques are HBase index, Threshold interval index, External interval tree index, U-Grid, PTI index, MON tree, LGU tree, Gauss tree, Segment based index, FUR tree, RUM tree [14]. Guimei Liu et al. studied three structures for indexing as well as querying frequent item sets:
1) signature files
2) inverted files
3) CFP tree.

Experimental result showed that no structure can outperform other structure also CFP tree showed better performance than other two techniques [15]. To address the SLCA computation problem in XML data Ba Quan Truong et al. proposed a property called optionality resilience which specified behaviors of an XKS for queries with missing elements. The experimental results showed quality of search, execution time, scalability, number of missing elements, number of keywords and heuristics for algorithm selection. It also showed that MESSIAH not only produced high quality result but also faster computation speed [17].

Prefix based numbering (PBN) was proposed by Curtis E. Dyreson et al. which is a popular method for numbering nodes in the hierarchy. They presented a strategy to virtually transform the data without renumbering and instantiating. The result was concise, support efficient querying, updating was efficient and practical [18]. A user query is a set of keywords which match with labels or values of nodes in XML trees. Khanh Nguyen and Jinli Cao introduced novel
approach known as Relevant LCA (RLCA) to accurately and efficiently capture relevant fragments to XML keyword search. Experimental results showed the effectiveness of RLCA and carefully measured precision, recall and F-measure which achieved high effectiveness [19].

Nikita Alai and A. S. Vaidya studied about XML data and keyword, indexing techniques and query processing. In this review various algorithm regarding indexing, XML data and processing of query are studied. Key factors which results in inefficiency of XML keyword search considering algorithms are CAR and VUN problems. These problems are solved by using generic top down strategy and use of child nodes [16]. To reduce memory overload size of index became too large. For which we proposes disk based index approach which can reduce memory overload and improve the performance of the XML keyword search for the query processing.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Problem Statement

To design a system on XML keyword query processing which is used for faster retrieval of relevant document by using disk based index approach.

B. System Architecture

The following figure represents overall architecture of system.

Fig. 1. Architecture of XML Keyword Query Processing on Disk based Index using Top Down Approach

In the proposed system architecture, we represents query processing with the help of XML document, indexing techniques such as LList based algorithm, hash search algorithm for generating keywords. XML queries are generally used to select relevant elements or attributes by specifying predicate. In a tree-based representation, nodes can represent an element tag, an attribute or a value. Hierarchical relationships such as ancestordescendant and parent-child among XML elements can be represented with the help of edges. XML query processing depends upon the traditional top-down or bottom-up traversing of tree on the XML document. It is highly inefficient, because it produces large collection of documents. To reduce the overhead of processing queries, indexing or labeling methods are efficiently used.

Our system works as follows:

User fires a query on a specified data-sets, Eg. DBLP, XMark, TreeBank. By using user query and data-set the XML generator will generate the tree which will be used for keyword extraction. By using keyword extraction module XML query will be generated and this XML query is used for document search. Searching is done by using disk based index. This request is send to the index storage set and with the help of matching keyword the document is retrieved efficiently. Indexes are classified. For searching the document, key value is used which works on disk based index. Index storage set helps to retrieve document efficiently than traditional searching. Hence to reduce memory overload and improve performance.

C. Algorithms and its analysis

Algorithm 1 : The LLIST-Based Algorithm

Input:
- parsed data-set

Output:
- array of index (key)

Steps:
- initialize node
- assign id values to nodes
- each node and its child list are sorted

Analysis:
This algorithm takes parsed data-set as an input. Algorithm needs to perform sorting operation by using inverted list of nodes. child list is one of the important factor which affects the interval time of the searching. In searching operation, each node need to be placed into the array of an index. Whether the node is a root node or its child node, it is added to the array of an index which is further used as an key value for the processing. The algorithm guarantees that for any node given as an input, it can be computed, sorted and added to the array of an index. By using LList Based Algorithm we can reduce calling time for sorting and cost of the operation.

For each node from different data-sets or for each node from same data-set the array of an index created is differ from each iteration so the array of index is different for each node. That is why the algorithm is NP-Hard.

Algorithm 2 : The Baseline Hash Search Algorithm

Input:
- key (index value of an array)
Output:
- tree (contents of root node)

Steps:
- initialize root node
- assign index value to root node
- process CANode
- call function CA - addtoroot() or addtoparent() or addtochild()

Analysis:
To improve overall performance and to reduce memory overload hash index are used. The algorithm is NP-Hard because input given to it is a key value from the array of index. This key is processed by an algorithm and contents of that key are displayed. With the indexing and top down approach retrieval of contents is faster than traditional searching.

D. Data-set
The experiments were run by using following data-sets. Results can be verified on each data-sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data-set</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>URL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XMark</td>
<td>11.3 MB</td>
<td><a href="http://www.grappa.univ-lille3.fr/champavere/Recherche/datasets/">http://www.grappa.univ-lille3.fr/champavere/Recherche/datasets/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treebank</td>
<td>85.4 MB</td>
<td><a href="http://www.anc.org/data/masc/downloads/data-download/">http://www.anc.org/data/masc/downloads/data-download/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBLP</td>
<td>1.78 GB</td>
<td><a href="http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/">http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

A. Mathematical Modelling
Let S be a XML query processing such that
\[ S = \{S_0, S_5, F_s, D, C, T, Q, K, I, R| _{\phi s}\} \]
where,
- D represents set of Dataset
- C represents set of Classes
- T represents set of Trees
- Q represents set of Queries
- K represents set of Keywords
- I represents set of disk Index
- R represents set of Results

Initial State (S0):
User wants to fire a query.

End State (S5):
User obtains relevant result.

Input:
User Query

Output:
Relevant Document

Functions (Fs): \{f1, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7\}
f1 = parsing of dataset
f2 = keyword extraction
f3 = generation of tree
f4 = XML query generation
f5 = creation of index
f6 = classification of index
f7 = obtaining result

B. Implementation Details
Experiments are carried out on personal computer having minimum 4 GB of memory, 1 TB hard disk, operating system with web browser such as Firefox or Google Chrome. Software requirements are JAVA (JDK 1.6) for programming, software development tool netbeans IDE and Apache Tomcat Server.

V. RESULT & DISCUSSION
The fig. 3 shows output of Hash search algorithm which is tree structure of given input value i.e key value. The experiments carried out on XMark dataset. For each key value given input to the algorithm the tree structure generated is different. In fig. 3 we are getting structure for root node which is 'site'. Parent node 'regions' and its child node 'africa' and so on. For each node the structure of tree varies. Documents which are retrieved after experiments are relevant or not has measured. Relevant documents in this scenario are the documents which contains the keyword which are asks by the user in the form of query. Performance of the system
is measured on the basis of following parameters:

- **Precision**: The number of documents retrieved which are relevant to the query fired by user.
- **Recall**: The number of documents which are relevant to the query that are successfully retrieved.
- **Accuracy**: It is the closeness of a measurement to the true value.
- **Throughput**: It is the maximum rate at which query can be processed.

**VI. Conclusion**

Key factors which result in inefficiency for existing XML keyword search considering algorithms are CAR and VUN problems. These problems are solved by using generic top down processing strategy and use of child nodes provides satisfiability. For query semantics independent approach is used where efficient algorithms are used such as LList index and Hash search based methods which reduce time complexity. To reduce memory overload size of index became too large. For which we proposed disk based index approach which reduces memory overload and improve the performance of the XML keyword search for the query processing. We demonstrated distributed query processing which provide the basic means to locate and reconstruct distributed XML fragments.
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